Character: 2_DI_synopsis
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]
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Character: 4_Di_protect_what
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]
Character: 5_DI_sciinfo
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]
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Character: 8_DL_topics
 Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 3]
Character: 10_DI_student_topics
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]
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presence
Character: 12_DI_presentations
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]
Character: 13_DI_presentation_topics
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]
Character: 14_DI_student_views2
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 1]
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presence
Character: 33_topics_pertaining_to
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 8]
Character: 49_D1_no_discipline_topics_in_what
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 7]
Character: 54_Ou_critical_thinking2_scientific_questions
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 3]
Character: 55_Ou_critical_thinking2_learn_scientific_evidence
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 4]
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Character: 63_science_curriculum
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 6]

absence
presence
Character: 64_scientific_controversies
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 6]
null
Character: 67_help_students
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 3]
Character: 70_help_critique
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 4]
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Character: 71_help_and
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 2]

absence
presence
Character: 73_OuStrengthsWeaknesses
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 4]
Character: 74_help_what
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 3]
Character: 76_teacher_textbook
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 4]
Character: 89_NM07_critically_analyze
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 1]
Character: 90_DI_student_penalty
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 6]
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Character: 91_DI_student_for_what
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 6]
Character: 92_DI_student_topics2
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 7]
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Character: 100_DI_no_change_curriculum
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 3]

absence
presence
Parsimony reconstruction (Unordered) [Steps: 3]